Abstract
Introduction
Since the beginning of large digitalization campaigns, historians have accumulated many European ancient printed document collections. Those books come from different countries (France, Germany, Italy, Holland,…) and different centuries (from the middle of the 15th to the end of the 17th). At the beginning of printing, the fonts and the layouts of the pages were very close to the handwritten books [1] . Thus, from one country (or century) to another the printed techniques and layout edition rules were quite different. That is why our corpus presents great variability in pages layout that does not exist in contemporary books. Typical segmentation and information retrieval approaches lie on usual features analysis that are generally based on a connected components analysis or morphological and directional filtering as it is presented in other existing works (see Section 3) . In this work, we present a new approach of ancient printed documents layout characterization that is robust to noise (in the background but also in the printed text or the graphical areas) and completely independent of the employed typography, the characters size, the presence of graphical parts and of any particular editorial chief. That means that interest regions can be localized everywhere in the page with a total typography free consideration.
This paper is organized in 3 sections. After a short survey of previous works in layout analysis we show how it is possible to separate text from graphics without any a priori knowledge on the nature of the books and the typographical tools. We only need some strong hypotheses of text alignment and regularity. In the last part of the paper, we present a synthetic page classification that illustrates the relevance of our layout analysis method. It can be assessed by a quantification of classification results.
Ancient patrimonial printed documents

A brief study of the characteristics of ancient printed books
For page layouts, the technical and historical constraints impose particular presentations. The variability of page layouts is due to either technical inaccuracies or liberties taken by the printer. There are no exact rules, but most of the time a body text part covers the majority of the page area with generally some notes in the margins. The page can also contain graphical parts of various sizes and some ornament patterns. In the text, we can find known structures like the titles and the subtitles, the paragraphs, the page numbers, and other more particular structures like the Catchwords. The styles used can alternate, with normal style, justified or aligned on the left. Another characteristic of old printed books comes from weak separations between blocks of text (notes in the margins and body text for example). Lastly, we can notice that on some documents layout rules are always not respected. For example, an illustration can overflow into the margins.
This study enables us to draw up a list of characteristics that are essential and that must be introduced in our method of old documents layout analysis. Here are some of them: complex page layout (several columns with irregular sizes), specific and unknown fonts, frequent use of ornaments (borders, ornamental letters), low spaces between the lines (contacts between characters), non constant spaces between characters and words, superposition of information layers (noise, handwritten notes...).
Evaluation of the existing methods on ancient books
The quality of new segmentation methods has significantly increases those last ten years. But the current books have different standards of presentation from historical books. Consequently, the softwares that are devoted to contemporain documents recognition are often unsuitable to the processing of books of the Renaissance period. The methods of structure extraction employed by this software can be classified in 3 main categories: bottom-up, top-down and mixed methods [2] . Traditional bottom-up methods like RLSA, morphological operations, filtering algorithms, connected components ( [3, 4] ) are not adapted to the historical books with all their specificities presented in section 2 (especially non constant spaces between shapes). Thus, the great difficulty of this study lies on the introduction of many parameters that often lead to prohibitive processing times. In the same way, the top-down and mixed methods [5, 6, 7] (horizontal and vertical projection, multiresolution analysis) endures the same weakness: they need to much a priori knowledge about the documents to be effective (number of columns, number of margins, kind and place of ornamental letters…). So, whatever the method is, our tests have shown that these methods are not robust to the variability of our corpus. That's why, we have decided like [8, 9] to use texture-based approaches. Gabor filters, autocorrelation function, fractal or wavelet analysis are interesting methods because they allow a text/graphic separation without using any kind of structural information. In that context, we have finally chosen to use the autocorrelation function that allows us to characterize large area of text and graphics despite digitalization defaults, text skewness and other kinds of ancient document noises (ink dots, background spots…).
Characterization of informative areas
by extraction of orientations
Overview of our approach
The aim of our system is to realize a robust indexation system that is adapted to large heterogeneous collections of ancient books. It must be adapted to a final user, non-specialist in document or image analysis. Thus, no threshold, document model and explicit structure have to be taken into account in the user interface. Due to this high level of constraints, we reduce the indexation process to help the final user to build its own indexation. This one is finally based on both his own expertise and on the results of image analysis process. This process has been developped in two stages: -Unsupervised automatic blocks classification using only orientation features. This classification must take into account different book styles.
-Interactive process allowing indexation and semantic labelling of homogeneous areas. This paper presents the first stage of the automatic process. This first stage is a labelling process that organizes pages into different large classes of blocks: text or non-text. This stage does not need any a priori information (except that text is horizontal). After being resized, a simple separation based on a homogeneous high grey level pixels estimation of foreground and background is applied to locate information [10] . Then, the image is crossed by a window that extracts specific orientations information and marks each pixel in two main classes: the text and the graphics class.
Extraction of orientation information
The approach lies on the estimation of relevant directions of significant parts of the image: the initial image is cut into normalized square windows in which we analyze significant orientations with a directional rose that has been initially proposed by Bres [11] .
The directional rose computation lies on the use of the autocorrelation function, which correlates the image with itself, highlights periodicities and orientations of texture. This function has been widely used in a context of texture characterization, [12] . Its definition for a bi-dimensional signal is the following.
The autocorrelation function ) , ( j i C xx , applied to an image I, combines this image I with itself after a translation of vector (i,j). The different translations that are considered by the function give information on the different privileged directions of the image. The data that are relative to a same direction will be located in a same line. With this principle, it is possible to detect orientations of the texture blocks. For example, the translation of a line in the same direction leads to a great correspondence and is expressed by a great value of autocorrelation in the line direction. Inversely, in the orthogonal direction of this line the resulting value will be low. The autocorrelation underlines the objects' overlapping that is obtained by translation. This principle can be generalized to a set of objects having a common direction: in our work, we use it to show that text lines can be characterized by a horizontal privileged direction and can also be considered with a possible skew variation. The determination of relevant orientation is based on the application of successive gliding masks in the original image in which we compute an autocorrelation function that reveals periodicities and orientations in image. The principle of the autocorrelation computation lies on the frequencies decomposition of the analysed image with a Fourier Transform (FFT) which avoids the highly complex development of the correlation. The Plancherel Theorem [13] is at the basis of this simplification. So, in practice, the autocorrelation function is efficiently computed with the image spectrum and not directly with the previous mathematical definition (formula 1).
The autocorrelation result can be analyzed by the construction of a directional rose that reveals significant directions in the analyzed block image. This rose gives with a great precision all privileged orientations of the block. The rose computation is based on the mean value that is computed from the autocorrelation result. Let's consider 
Characterization of the page layout
Due to its mathematical definition, the rose has interesting properties. In a situation of homogenous directions' repartition of the pixels in an image, the rose is a perfect bowl (fig 2 part a) . If we add a horizontal line (fig 2 part b) , the fact that we only keep relatives variations (formula 4) implies that the rose has two invariant characteristics: one "peak" for the horizontal orientations (0° and 180°) and the same intensity for all the other directions (it gives an impression of "bowl").
Figure 2 Text characterization
A homogenous text area has the same property: all directions are presents with a great regularity (that is systematically quantified by a variance measure) and the most important are the horizontal direction that is characterized by a significant characteristic peak with an invariable maximal amplitude (figure 2.c). If the text is not homogenous (different sizes of text, non constant spaces….) in the studied area, the formula 4 implies that the size of the "bowl" can decrease or even disappear ( figure 3.a) .
Figure 3 Graphics and intermediate regions characterization
The detection of graphical parts lies on this two following observations: if there are no horizontal significant directions, then we assume that the region contained in the analysed window is a graphical part with a great confidence rate ( figure 3.b) . In the same way, if the main direction is horizontal without a characteristic "peak" (like in figure 2 ), then we can conclude that the region is a graphical part (figure 3.c).
All the other kinds of roses do not allow pixels labelling: it is often due to border zone analysis (figure 3.d) or to an area where there is not text enough to produce a significant "peak" or a "bowl" (figure 3.e).
In our method, we always resize the images to be processed on a constant sized image. Our tests confirm the mathematical theory: the resolution of the image does not change the shape of the rose. Figure 4 presents an experimental verification of the predicate. In this study, sizes of analysis area are empirically chosen. Our tests have shown that a minimum of 4 or 7 text lines is necessary to detect a text block. That is why in our method, the size of the analysis area is constant (128X128 pixels) while image sizes can be variable. Actually, the image is resized manually in order to have the minimum lines required in a 128X128 pixel analysis area. 
Quality of characterization
The tests are realized over 100 pages from five different books of the Renaissance. Tests are organized as follow: for text parts, the percent of letters witch were correctly, wrongly or not detected are computed. For graphical parts, the percent of graphical pixels witch are correctly, wrongly or not detected are computed (see tab 1). In the following results, the colors of the pixels are organized as follow: for text and graphics parts we choose respectively blue and red colors. The figure 5 shows a short panel of typical results.
In most images, all the different parts are well detected using this algorithm. The main problem comes from non constant transitions that exist between blocks and from very huge characters sizes in some titles. Except these two special cases, our method gives quite good results and allows us to realize our purpose: a relevant separation of the pages into pre-labelled regions that also highlights the document visual content with a robust extractor (with same results whatever are the typography, the fonts, the background noise and the resolution).
Figure 5 Examples of results
Quality of the layout classification
The results are presented in figure 6 through a page classification based a the visual page content, as Shin and Maderlechner in [14, 15] . This page classification presents two advantages. From the one hand it illustrates the quality of the layout characterization, and from the other hand it is used as a robust tool for our current indexation works.
Figure 6 Example of a pages classification
Indeed, we think that a complex indexation problem of ancient document images can be simplified by a global analysis of all pages of a book before taking any kind of physical or logical conclusion. For example, as shown in figure 8 , pages can be gathered in different classes (with percentages of text and graphics) before achieving the final indexation. By analysing deeply our layout classification, we hope to extract more easily editorial rules, special text (with specific typography) or graphical features to adapt the following processing.
Conclusion
In this paper we present an efficient method for text/graphic labelling adapted to ancient printed documents. The originality of our approach lies on the development of a new extraction and analysis tool which separates textual and graphical areas from different kinds of ancient document images without any knowledge like thresholds, models, or structure information. The resulting document marking is employed as a new feature for a relevant pages classification. Current results are very promising. The content based classification of an entire book is a direct perspective of this contribution. It needs still some more investigation to achieve a complete indexation system especially on non specialist user backtrackings.
